
Kirami Kirami FinVision® -lounge M Nordic
misty

TW Deep Black Annex, Thermotreated Aspen

An outdoor building that is suitable for many different
uses

The Kirami FinVision -lounge M for our Nordic misty is a complete,
separate module with finished walls. It fits seamlessly with the other
Kirami FinVision® Nordic misty modules or can be used as a stand-
alone building. There is enough space for different interior design
options depending on the intended use of the building. For example, the
lounge can be used as a relaxation area or remote working space. The
lounge can be furnished with a Kirami FinVision® -sofa set and rug or
other furniture of your choice.

High-quality surface materials

The surface materials of Lounge M are the same as in other Nodic misty
modules: The outer shell of the Lounge is a sleek, heat-treated softwood
(* spruce) panel. The stylish and deep black surface-treated thermal
wood is long-lasting, and the color protects the wood from dirt and UV
radiation. This easy-care exterior cladding completes the lounge's
modern and stylish look. The interior surfaces of the lounge are heat-
treated hardwood (* aspen). The floor, walls and ceiling of the lounge
are insulated, making the space comfortable to use all year round.

All the glass surfaces in the lounge and other modules are the same
shade and let in plenty of light. In Lounge M, there is one large window
from which it is wonderful to admire the outdoor scenery. The double-
glazed window made from grey, tempered, selective glass also improves
the lounges’s energy efficiency, and the argon gas between the panes
acts as an insulator. The panoramic window has a dark tint, which gives
a wonderful balance and gentle feeling to the beautiful view.

A smoky grey lockable glass door with a black wooden frame creates a
cosy atmosphere and a sense of space in the lounge. The high-quality
thermal glass door is of solid construction, and stays shut well. The
number of doors of lounge M depends on the customer's choice and
whether lounge M is installed next to the sauna or as a separate module.

Lounge M comes with lighting and sockets pre-installed. A strip light on
the rear wall provides soft light for a more relaxed feel, while two Led
spots in the ceiling illuminate the whole room more brightly. The light
switch is a two-piece switch, so the strip and spots can be switched on
at the same time or separately from their respective switches. There are
plenty of sockets for many devices in this set-up. There are two socket
boxes in total, each with two plug sockets. The boxes are placed on
each side wall. In this "plug and play" lounge, all electrical connections
have been made, meaning they are ready for use immediately after
installation. The plug can be found outside the building on the back wall.

Let the Kirami FinVision® -lounge M be your canvas and paint your ideal
garden space with its versatile options. The boundless potential is only
tethered by the reins of your imagination!

*We reserve the right to material changes, if the raw material prices
and/or availability of the products change significantly during the validity
period. We try to keep the quality of the material at least the same as the
original, despite the change of material.

OUTER COLOR TW Deep Black Annex

INNER COLOR TW Aspen
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Kirami Kirami FinVision® -lounge M Nordic
misty

TW Deep Black Annex, Thermotreated Aspen

As a standard the exterior door is on the right side of the
lounge and it opens up right-handed

The lounge module has two door openings when attached to another
module with a door opening. One of them is equipped with an exterior
door that provides access to the outside. The existing door in the sauna
building serves as a door between the sauna/* and the lounge, so that
no further door is required in the lounge module.

All doors in the modules are of the same design and size. The sauna
door has a wooden door handle and roller latch and an external lock set
that includes a latch, padlock and 2 keys. The lounge door has a black
Abloy handle and a key-operated lock.

If you order the lounge at the same time as the sauna/*

If the sauna/* and lounge are ordered at the same time, it is possible to
change the opening direction of the sauna door as a mirror image. With
the right-sided sauna, the door normally opens on the right. If the sauna
is combined with a lounge, the opening direction of the door is changed
to left-opening.

If you order the lounge afterwards

When ordering a lounge, it is important to know what the opening
direction of the sauna/* door is and how the opening direction can be
changed by the customer when the lounge is attached to the sauna.
Wider cover plates are supplied with the lounge. The existing cover
plates of the sauna* are removed and replaced with the new cover
plates supplied with the lounge (see instructions for replacing the cover
plates). The customer can change the opening direction of the sauna/*
door if they wish. A connecting sheet is supplied to connect the sauna
building to the lounge (see instructions for fitting the connecting sheet).

The lounge M connected to a sauna

The roof of the launge is the same as that of the Nordic misty sauna/*,
so the two can be easily connected. The lounge is placed directly
attached to the sauna and connected at the transport supports. Wider
cover plates are attached to the door between the sauna/* and the
lounge to cover the transition between the buildings. The roof is
connected atthe intermediate walls with a wider U-profile sheet.

*Other module with exterior door openings, e.g. Sauna, dressing room.
New modules are being manufactured all the time, and some of the
modules have their own exterior door, which must be taken into account
when connecting other modules with exterior doors.

Technical information

WEIGHT 950 kg

PRODUCT LENGTH 230 cm

PRODUCT WIDTH 221,8 cm

PRODUCT HEIGHT 255 cm

PRODUCT CODE 3651

OUTER COLOR TW Deep Black Annex

INNER COLOR TW Aspen

Also get accessories

Kirami FinVision® -terrace M
Nordic misty

https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/kirami-finvisionr-terrace-nordic-misty?v=27096
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/kirami-finvisionr-terrace-nordic-misty?v=27096
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/kirami-finvisionr-terrace-nordic-misty?v=27097
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/kirami-finvisionr-terrace-nordic-misty?v=27097


Kirami FinVision® -terrace S
Nordic misty  

Kirami FinVision® -sauna M
Nordic misty (Right), Harvia

Virta Combi 10,8 kW  

Kirami FinVision® -sauna M
Nordic misty (Left), Harvia Virta

Combi 10,8 kW

Warmer feelings. www.kirami.fi

https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/kirami-finvisionr-sauna-m-nordic-misty?v=27059
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/kirami-finvisionr-sauna-m-nordic-misty?v=27059
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/kirami-finvisionr-sauna-m-nordic-misty?v=27063
https://www.kirami.com/outdoor-saunas-and-modules/kirami-finvisionr-sauna-m-nordic-misty?v=27063

